FIBERCLAD METAL "GRAVEL STOP" FLASHING BALLAST ROOFING SYSTEM(s)

GENERAL REFERENCE: "FTR GS 02/13"
APPLICABLE SYSTEMS: "FTR BA 02/13"

REVISES DETAIL ISSUE DATE DRAWING NUMBER
ALL PREVIOUS 02-10-14 FTR-DE6

INSULATION; LOOSE LAID
WOOD BLOCKING ATTACHED @ 250 LBF/FT
BUTYL SEALING TAPE (OPTIONAL)
CONTINUOUS GALVANIZED METAL CLEAT, FASTEN WITH GALVANIZED ANNULAR RING SHANK NAILS AT 3" O.C.

FIBERCLAD METAL
HOT AIR WELD
GALVANIZED ANNULAR RING SHANK NAILS (6" O.C.)
BALLAST; PER SPECIFICATIONS
FTR MEMBRANE FLASHING STRIP
FTR MEMBRANE HOT AIR WELD

2" MIN.

FIBERCLAD METAL
2" WIDE ALUMINUM TAPE OVER JOINT
1/4" GAP

FTR MEMBRANE EDGE FLASHING STRIP
4" WIDE FLASHING STRIP, HEAT WELDED IN PLACE
4" MIN.